Watermaster solutions to SHALLOW WATER PROBLEMS
PREVENT FLOODS
CLEAN URBAN CANALS
REMOVE INVASIVE VEGETATION
KEEP WATERWAYS OPERATIONAL
The solution is:

WATERMASTER
Amphibious Multipurpose Dredger
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THOUSANDS OF SUCCESSFUL PROJECTS
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Why use Watermaster Amphibious Multipurpose Dredger?

VERSATILE
Dredging, raking, pile-driving - and more.
From 0 to 6 meters depth
Replaces several single purpose machines

MOBILE
Unique mobility in water and on land
No cranes, tugboats, assisting vessels, winches or wire cables

PROVEN
Thousands of projects completed successfully
in over 70 countries worldwide
Made in Finland

Please contact us to learn more about Watermaster
watermaster@watermaster.fi
+358 10 402 6400
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